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About This Content

This soundtrack contains all of the pulse-pounding music from Killer Instinct: Season 1, 2, and 3 along with all of the tracks
from the original Killer Instinct games! ULTIMATE SOUNDTRACK COMBO!
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Xbox Game Studios
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-750 @ 2.67 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 965 @ 3.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 or AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11
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I loved this game as a kid. First real tank game I got into that I actually enjoyed. It's still entertaining today and I'll play it from
time to time even though it's a bit dated. It's by no means World of Tanks, which is my favorite tank game now. It's meant to be
a realistic take on tank combat in the late 90's using the might beast that is the Abrams. Good stuff.. I'm very new to music
making software, so I have no knowledge on the work it takes to traditionally create digital songs. That being said, I bought
Rytmik on sale just to practice making a few beats I had in my head for a while.

After practicing for a few confusing hours, I began to understand the ins and outs to composing individual samples and managed
to make a catchy 2 minute song.

The big issue with Rytmik is that it's very limited, a common problem with streamlined programs compared to the more
advanced and professional ones. For example, you can't import sounds, so if you're planning on developing rock music, you
can't because you're limited to the many instruments in game, none of which are guitar.

I can't recommened Rytmik to anyone planning on making complex songs with no limit, but it's perfect if you want to quickly
throw together something like a catchy chiptune beat or perhaps a haunting ambience.

Final verdict: Very limited, but perfect if you're new to making music or if you just want to have fun. I got Rytmik on sale for a
fraction of the price, but I'd still recommened it for it's full price.. Very short but easily worth the 99 cents on sale.. its not a bad
game its kindof fun
would play again
. Try it, you\'ll like it!
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That's one CRAZY bunny!!!!. its ok but not hard to beat and complete compared to other free clickers out there.. Awesome
tank combat. Great visuals. Simple gameplay but feels very solid. If only more people were playign this game I'd have no
problem recommending it. I wish Steam had a "recommend if you have a bunch of friends also willing to buy it and play at the
same time". Unfortunately that wasn't the case with me so it was kindof a waste of money.. This game is appalling.

Poor animation, no tutorial, no music.

Don't buy.. tl;dr very enjoyable, creepy and genuinely scary, despite low res graphics. Short with some grinding, but well worth
the price.

Like a lot of retro flavoured games, you get the feeling that if this had been released 20 years earlier it would have been an
instant and still revered classic. As it is, it's a fun and genuinely scary game that I don't regret playing in the least. The story is
richly intriguing and well told, and the combat is simple but oddly tactical and tense. Somehow, the occasional jumpscares are
no less effective for the basic pixel animation, and the game's atmosphere is never less than ominous.

One very minor con: You will need to grind the hunting and fishing minigames to get the equipment you need to progress. This
isn't too bad, but the hunting/fishing is basic enough to get a bit boring and repetitive.. I like your flag!
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